Abstract-Many remote-sensing applications produce large sets of images, such as hyperspectral images or time-indexed image sequences. We explore methods to display such image sets by linearly projecting them onto basis functions designed for the red, green, and blue (RGB) primaries of a standard tristimulus display, for the human visual system, and for the signal-to-noise ratio of the dataset, creating a single color image. Projecting the data onto three basis functions reduces the information but allows each datapoint to be rendered by a single color. Principal components analysis is perhaps the most commonly used linear projection method, but it is data adaptive and, thus, yields inconsistent visualizations that may be difficult to interpret. Instead, we focus on designing fixed basis functions based on optimizing criteria in the perceptual colorspace CIELab and the standardized device colorspace sRGB. This approach yields visualizations with rich meaning that users can readily extract. Example visualizations are shown for passive radar video and Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer hyperspectral imagery. Additionally, we show how probabilistic classification information can be layered on top of the visualization to create a customized nonlinear representation of an image set.
Fig. 1. (Top) Sensitivity of cone cells in the eye. (Bottom) CIE 1964 CMFs
show the required proportions of R, G, B monitor primaries needed to match pure spectral light at a given wavelength (original values in [1] , converted to sRGB using transform equation in [2] ).
However, such metameric spectra from different objects can usually be distinguished by context, shapes formed in the image, and other visual clues. The human visual system is an existence proof that dimensionality reduction to color can be an effective way to process spatial multivariate information.
Human color vision can be modeled as a (probabilistic) projection of the incoming full spectral image onto the three spectral filters corresponding to the three types of cones, as shown in Fig. 1 (top) . Each of the three cone types integrates the count of incoming photons that are absorbed preferentially depending on the cones' sensitivity. Analogously, to reduce the dimensionality of a discrete set of multivariate images for display, it is common to project the full multivariate image set onto three basis functions. Let r, g, and b be discrete basis functions, where r[n] denotes the nth component of the basis function r, and n = 1, . . . , N. The response in each color channel is a linear projection of the data onto each basis function, that is, a normalized data vector x is mapped to scalar color components R, G, and B R = r
The components R, G, and B may be scaled and quantized for display. The basis functions r, g, and b may be data adaptive, such as the first three principal components from a principal components analysis. In this paper, we focus on designing basis functions r, g, and b that, like human vision, are fixed.
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In previous work, we proposed a basis inspired by human vision and display hardware for reducing the dimensionality of hyperspectral images for display [3] . The proposed basis synthesized what the human eye would see if its range of perceived wavelengths were stretched to cover the hyperspectral range of interest. This idea was implemented by using color-matching functions (CMFs). CMFs specify how much of each of three primary colors (e.g., a red, a green, and a blue primary) must be mixed to create the color sensation of a monochromatic light at a particular wavelength [4] . Fig. 1 (bottom) shows the CMFs for the sRGB standard monitor RGB primaries [5] . Given hyperspectral data for the visible range, linearly projecting the visible range spectral data onto the CMFs determines the amount of the three primary colors that, when linearly mixed, would create the same color sensation as viewing the original spectrum. By stretching the sRGB CMFs to span the full hyperspectral data range, we formed the stretched-CMF basis, as shown in Fig. 3 . Applied to a hyperspectral image, this basis creates consistent images where hue, brightness, saturation, and white point all have interpretable and relevant meaning. An example Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS [6] ) hyperspectral image rendered with the stretched CMF basis is given in Fig. 11 (top) . Such visualizations avoid preattentive bright saturated colors, creating images with a natural palette. In Section V-D, we show that by using a fixed linear basis to create a natural palette, other information can easily be added by using highlight colors.
A disadvantage of the stretched-CMF basis is that different data components are not weighted equally in the final visualization, corresponding to the falloff of sensitivity of human vision at the edges of the visible spectrum. The effect is suitable for hyperspectral imagery systems whose signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) also falls off at the ends of the spectral range. For the display of general image sets, a more uniform treatment of the different data components is needed, as well as a method to adapt a basis to the actual SNR of the data. In this paper, we realize these goals.
First, related work for visualizing multivariate images is reviewed. Then, design goals for the general spatial multivariate data display problem are discussed in Section III. Based on the presented design goals, new linear bases are proposed and analyzed in Section IV. The new bases are designed to be applicable to arbitrary types of image sets, and a new method is given to effectively take into account the data SNR. Example visualizations for passive radar video and hyperspectral images are given in Section V. In Section V-D, we show how the proposed visualization can be combined with classification metadata to increase the presented information about a hyperspectral imagery.
II. RELATED WORK
Many ideas have been proposed for multivariate visualization [7] , [8] . Most approaches try to display every data component. For example, translating a multivariate data point into an icon is a popular approach; but, it is difficult to render multivariate images in this manner, although some methods have been shown to be workable [9] . Healey and Enns [10] developed pexels to represent each multivariate pixel by a multicolored perceptual texture element. Their design goals included choosing a set of m colors to display m attributes such that any color could be detected preattentively, and that every color was equally easy to detect. One method to satisfy these goals was to choose five to nine colors equally spaced along a monitor's CIELuv gamut boundary for a fixed luminance value. In that work, each attribute was mapped to a different color, and all m colors were individually displayed for each datapoint.
Projecting onto three linear basis functions creates lossy visualizations. It is common to display hyperspectral images using a lossy visualization, in particular picking three spectral bands and mapping those three images to RGB. Even when bands are highly correlated, selecting only three bands will result in less noise averaging than fusing all bands for the display. Another standard approach to displaying hyperspectral images is to calculate the principal component images and map the first three principal component images to RGB or huesaturation-value [11] , [12] . Some recent variations use wavelets [13] - [16] , such as calculating the principal components on a wavelet subband in order to enhance edges at certain resolutions [13] and denoising the spectra using wavelets before applying principal components analysis (PCA) [14] . Using PCA for image display has a number of disadvantages (see [3] for more detail on these points): the visualization can be difficult to interpret because the colors change drastically depending on the data, the color differences do not correlate strongly with data differences, the (orthogonal) principal components are usually mapped to the nonorthogonal RGB display channels, the colors may be distractingly preattentive, the standard saturation used in PCA display leads to simultaneous contrast problems, and the computational complexity is high. Using independent component analysis for dimensionality reduction for display has similar disadvantages [17] .
A recent adaptive linear fusion technique for displaying hyperspectral imagery on RGB displays maximizes the mutual information between the original hyperspectral bands and the fused R, G, B bands [18] . Like the author's previous work [3] , this maximum mutual information method uses the fact that the RGB channels are highly correlated in natural imagery and are perceived in a nonorthogonal manner. In that paper, the fused image is designed to have a similar RGB covariance as natural color images [18] . This approach solves some of the problems of using PCA, but because it is an adaptive approach, the meaning of the colors must be learned for each image, and the computational complexity is higher than fixed basis function approaches.
Many other techniques have been developed for image fusion, a review of multisensor image fusion for remote sensing is given in [19] . Many techniques are data adaptive and fuse an image set into a grayscale image, which does not take advantage of the human ability to interpret color images. Many image fusion algorithms are used for a different purpose than considered in this paper; in particular, fusion is often used to estimate higher spatial resolution images by combining spectral information [15] , [20] - [23] . There is also a large literature on designing color scales that map 1-D data to colors that lie along a 1-D curve in a 3-D colorspace [24] - [27] . In contrast, the focus of this paper is linearly projecting a multivariate data point onto three basis functions, so that the color projection occupies a 3-D gamut in sRGB colorspace.
III. DESIGN GOALS FOR COLOR PROJECTION BASIS
In this section, we consider some visualization goals for fusing a set of images to preserve information and enable interpretability.
1) Summarization: The visualization accurately summarizes the original data. Linear basis functions provide a weighted average of the data and in this sense, a summarization. To be suitable for general use, it should be possible to weight the representation arbitrarily. In most cases, all components should be represented equally, but for some applications, it may be desirable to emphasize components with a higher SNR or to weight recent data more heavily.
2) Consistent rendering:
The visual rendering of the data are consistent with respect to human vision such that display colors have consistent meanings.
3) Computational ease:
The computation is fast enough to enable real-time usage or interactivity. 4) System-optimized design: The design is optimized for the display characteristics and the human visual system. Standard tristimulus displays can be addressed by the sRGB colorspace system [5] and interpreted in the context of human vision using a colorspace designed for perceptual uniformity, such as CIELab. 5) Natural palette: The visualization creates a natural palette of colors, producing preattentive colors (such as bright saturated colors) when appropriate but not creating noninformative preattentive distractions [28] . Too many bright saturated colors in a visualization have been eschewed by design experts as distracting and confusing [29] , [30] . In images, strong colors over large regions can induce simultaneous contrast effects which create inaccuracies in the perceived color of small color regions [31] - [33] . (Examples of simultaneous contrast effects can be explored online with the ColorBrewer visualization software [27] .) As established in work using fixed basis functions for hyperspectral visualization [3] , fixed basis functions can lead to a natural palette and can be designed to avoid inappropriate bright saturated colors that form preattentive distractions. However, the scaling of the values for display will play a deciding role in the distribution of perceptual color properties, and if bright saturated colors are desired, they can easily be achieved by scaling the visualized colors to clip at the edges of the gamut. 6) Equal-energy white point: A data vector with the same value for each component appears gray. At the extremes, a value of zero for all components maps to black, and the maximum value for all components maps to the white point of the display. 7) Equal luma rendering: An equal luma rendering is one way to specify that all data components are given equal emphasis in the display. To make this notion precise, define a Kronecker data point to be an N component vector
, where n indexes the data components n = 1, 2, . . . N, n 0 is a fixed index n 0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and
If the rendered CIELab luminance of Kronecker data points is the same for all choices of n 0 , we term this an equal luma rendering. 8) Equal chromatic differences: The chromatic difference between the renderings for any two Kronecker data points
should be the same for all equally spaced differences n 0 − n 1 . This helps the viewer to correctly differentiate differences in the data based on the differences in the displayed chroma.
In the proposed designs, the focus is on equal hue differences. 9) Ease of component subset selection: It should be possible and consistent to "zoom in" to a subset of the data dimensions and visualize some d < N data components.
Or to "pan" with respect to the data dimensions and view a different subset of d data components (for example, to pan over a time series and visualize d time points at once). Fixed basis functions can be stretched, compressed, or shifted to fit the number of data dimensions of interest and allow interactivity to explore dimensions of the data. The ability to pan and zoom is aided if all data dimensions are treated equally in terms of perceptual qualities of the color projection, such as luminance (equal luma rendering goal) and chroma differences (equal chromatic differences goal).
IV. FIXED BASIS FUNCTION DESIGNS
First, we review the stretched-CMF basis [3] ; then, we present three bases that we designed to achieve the goals stated in the previous section. Fig. 3 shows the different bases, as well as the luma and saturation for Kronecker data points for each basis. Each of the bases is constructed so that a discrete sampling with an arbitrary number of data components N can be created to project N -dimensional data onto three dimensions. Code to implement these basis function sets in Matlab is available at idl.ee.washington.edu/projects.php.
A. Stretched CMF Basis
Shown at the top of Fig. 3 , a few aspects of the stretched-CMF basis make it suboptimal for general use. First, the middle data components are more emphasized than those at the end in terms of luminance and saturation, as shown on the right-hand side of the top of Fig. 3 . Second, the change of hue across the spectrum is uneven, which is best seen by the color bar on the left-hand side of Fig. 3 , which plots the color for Kronecker data points at each data component. Third, the stretched CMF can lead to colors that are outside of the sRGB gamut and, thus, cannot be displayed on a standard sRGB monitor, such as negative sRGB values. For applications with highly correlated data components, such as AVIRIS hyperspectral images, this is a relatively rare and minor problem. For applications with pixels that are more like Kronecker data points, such as passive radar video, this can be a major problem.
B. Constant-Luma Disc Basis
The goals of equal luma rendering and equal chromatic differences can be exactly satisfied by a basis which samples a circular curve in the CIELab color space uniformly. The parameters selected were L = 50 and √ a 2 + b 2 = 29. The sum of each basis function is approximately equal, so a data vector with equal components will be displayed as almost gray using this basis.
However, practical considerations make this basis undesirable.
1) Poor system-optimized design: All Kronecker data points result in colors which are equally saturated, but only a few hues (cyans and reds) are fully saturated, while greens and purples are undersaturated at this luma value. 2) Poor summarization: Interpretability is decreased because the endpoint colors are nearly identical. Using less than a full circular curve to define the basis would increase interpretability, but would mean that data points with equal values for all components will no longer be rendered as grays.
C. Unwrapped Cosine Basis
The shapes of the constant-luma disc basis functions are roughly sinusoidal, suggesting that designing a basis in RGB space using sinusoids would retain a moderately smooth color progression, and also allow the equal-energy white point goal to be met exactly. The r basis function was modified to be a monotonically increasing curve, which makes the endpoints of the spectrum distinct without changing its sum. While the display-optimized design performance of this basis is better than was found in preliminary experiments with the piecewise linear basis function in [3] , the unwrapped cosine design has strong changes in luma across the data components, and the hue of the basis colors does not change at a constant rate over the data components. Fig. 2 (top) shows the CIELab colors of Kronecker data points rendered with this basis.
D. Constant-Luma Border Basis
The constant-luma border basis is designed for the goal of equal luma rendering, while maintaining a reasonable balance between the goal of equal chromatic differences and making the best use of the sRGB gamut. Kronecker data points are rendered in colors that follow the curve defined by linear mixtures (in linear sRGB space) between three pseudoprimaries that lie in the L = 50 luma plane, as shown in Fig. 2 The basis functions do not sum to the same value, so the equal energy white point goal is not well met: data points with the maximum value for each component are rendered as offwhite. This basis has similar strengths as the constant-luma disc, but renders Kronecker data points with more saturation and has distinct endpoint colors. 
E. Data Scaling and Effective Gamut
In order to fit the available gamut, it is necessary to rescale the input data in a consistent way. A raw data vector z is normalized as follows to create the normalized vector x that is then linearly projected:
where z is the raw data and min z and max z are the smallest and largest expected values of the raw data. For example, with 30-component data, a Kronecker data point will, due to normalization, render to a color that is about 1/30 the luminance of the display white point, too dark to easily distinguish from black. For applications where significant objects of interest are expected to have many positive components (such as hyperspectral data), the contributions from multiple Kronecker data points are integrated in the color projection, resulting in visible colors. If the data of interest is in fact Kronecker data points, then it may be desirable to scale the input data to be larger by decreasing k. Such a scaling may cause data points that have multiple positive components to be clipped in sRGB.
As an example of how the gamut of a color projection relates to the sRGB gamut, Fig. 4 shows the sRGB gamut boundary in CIELab space, the rendered Kronecker data points for the constant-luma border basis, and the effective gamut boundary for the constant-luma border basis (the three solid traces). The three solid traces were calculated by taking collections of data points that have the maximum value for a set of adjacent components, that is x1 . The fewer, closer, and more intense these stronger data components are, the more saturated the color will be. 4) Whites and grays: A white or gray patch indicates that all data components are equally strong.
In his classic work on graphics and information processing, Bertin [34] divides visual information processing into three levels. The elementary level of processing is determining exact quantitative information such as one would read from a table. The proposed color projections do not support elementary level processing. However, the visualizations are appropriate for the intermediate and overall levels of processing: analyzing the spatially varying qualitative relationships of the image such as identifying regions, events, and patterns in the images, and determining relationships in the image.
V. EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS
Examples are given for two sample applications: visualizing passive radar videos and hyperspectral imagery. For the hyperspectral imagery, we analyze the correlation between displayed chroma differences and the original hyperspectral angle differences for subset selection within the spectra in Section V-B, propose a method for adjusting the basis for the SNR in Section V-C, and show how to effectively combine the visualization with classification metadata in Section V-D.
A. Passive Radar Videos
The Manastash Ridge Radar (run by the University of Washington Radar Remote Sensing Lab) passively images the sky by processing reflected commercial FM radio transmissions [35] . This results in a time series of images showing the range and velocity of reflecting objects. The example passive radar video used in this paper is available for viewing on the webpage idl.ee.washington.edu/projects.php. The first four frames of the video are shown in Fig. 5 . It is difficult to determine from watching the video how many objects there are, as the video is noisy and the signals of interest are intermittent. In addition, it takes more time to view a video than a still image.
Color projection was used to collapse the sixteen time frames for one video segment into a color image, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The top image of Fig. 7 is rendered with the constantluma border basis. The bottom image of Fig. 7 is rendered with the unwrapped cosine basis. The strong horizontal line is due to mountain reflection of the radio signal. The strong vertical streaks are single frame artifacts caused by variations in the FM radio signal. Eight different flying objects are visible that domain experts identify as likely to be aircraft. Passive radar experts at the University of Washington judged the color projections to be very helpful and informative, in particular for the tasks of detecting and identifying flying objects.
As a comparison, the three first principal component images are shown in Fig. 6 , where the first principal component is mapped to the green display channel, the second principal component image is mapped to the red display channel, and the third principal component image is mapped to the blue display channel. The aircraft is less salient in the principal components image, and it is less easy to distinguish the different aircraft tracks.
Linear scaling of the radar range-velocity data was used for all the examples shown here in order to produce more informative composite images, although a decibel scale is usually used for viewing individual passive radar frames. As a preprocessing step before projection, the expected minimum and maximum values were set to clip outliers, 0.1% of the pixels with largest and smallest magnitude.
B. Projecting Subsets of Components
The proposed visualizations may also be adapted by selecting a subset of the data components to visualize, for example a subset that is expected to be most informative for a given investigation. Similar to the window width and window level [36] technique (also known as window and level) for viewing high dynamic range images on a low-dynamic-range display, using a subset of components reveals different details of the data set. Fig. 8 shows an example of the different information that is highlighted by choosing a subset of components. In previous work [3] , we analyzed the slope and the correlation of the linear regression fit between the visualization's chroma differences and the spectral angle between pairs of pixels in a hyperspectral image, as measured by the spectral angle mapper [37] algorithm. The slope of the fit describes the magnitude of the chromatic differences in the visualization relative to the spectral angle differences. A large slope corresponds to a more saturated image. The correlation describes how accurately chromatic differences in the visualization represent the underlying spectral angle differences. Fig. 8 shows the slope and correlation between spectral angles (calculated using all data components) and chroma differences in color projections using different subsets of components. The metrics show that using a subset of the components can increase the correlation and the slope between the spectral angles and the chroma differences. This can occur, for example, when many of the data components are not useful for discriminating the spectra in the image. For the example shown in Fig. 9 , using a reduced subset increases the slope, which is predominantly manifested as greater saturation range in the color projection (with little change in the range of hues in this case). Using a subset of the components renders differences in the original hyperspectral image more distinctly in the rendering; however, the visual differences have a slightly lower correlation to the original hyperspectral differences.
C. Adapting Bases to Data SNR
In some sensor systems, the SNR varies significantly over the data components. In the case of AVIRIS, the factors affecting SNR include atmospheric scattering and the sensitivity of the component spectrometers of the system. In many applications [3] , [38] - [40] the lowest SNR bands are thrown out as they contain little usable signal.
We developed a solution to reweight a basis, adjusting the luminance and the chrominance changes to increase monotonically with SNR. We recommend starting with a basis that yields equal luminance and equal local chromatic differences, such as the constant-luma border basis. Given original basis functions r, g, and b, the reweighted basis functions for each component are given by Ar, Ag, and Ab, where A is a reweighting matrix formed from the SNR values for each component.
The matrix A is designed to transfer weight from components with low SNR to components with high SNR, so that high-SNR components appear brighter and have greater hue changes between them. The following constraints are used to construct A. The matrix A is built from the SNR vector row by row. For each row, begin at the leftmost column of A which does not yet sum to one, and add to it until the column sums to one or until the row sum is equal to the SNR for that component. If the SNR for that row is not exhausted but the column sums to one, then add to the next element in that row.
The result is an SNR-optimized basis with the same total sum for the RGB channels, but which has greater brightness and greater chromatic differences for components with high SNR. Fig. 10 shows an example of the difference between dropping low-SNR bands and using the SNR-optimized constant-luma border basis. Although the SNR optimization changes the basis, as long as the SNR of the sensor system is stable the same optimized basis can be used for all data produced by the system. Thus, the meaning of the colors can still be learned by a user in order to interpret the images.
D. Combining Color Projections With More Information
In this section, a method is given for combining a color projection of a hyperspectral image with probabilistic information For each pixel x, we combine its overlay color m with the pixel's color projection color s, to create a final display color for each pixel f , where
That is, the overlay color m is applied to the projection image with a strength equal to the maximum class probability in the final display color. If a hyperspectral pixel has a low probability of belonging to every class, the combined color is predominantly the color projection color. Example results for this probabilistic overlay method are shown in Fig. 11 . For this example, small regions of the image were selected as representative for each of five material classes; these selected regions and the associated artificial colors for each class m 1 , Using the pixels in these selected images as training data, a neural net was trained to identify these classes. Then, the full hyperspectral image was run through the neural net to estimate the probability of each class for each hyperspectral pixel. The top image of Fig. 11 is a stretched CMF rendering of a 224-channel AVIRIS hyperspectral image without the classification information. The bottom image of Fig. 11 shows the classification information overlaid on top of the rendered image, as per (1) . Thus, the bottom image is a customized nonlinear dimensionality reduction of the original hyperspectral image to a color image, incorporating the linear image fusion of the spectral bands, and additional information about the classification in separable artificial colors.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed design goals and solutions for lossy visualizations of large image sets by linearly projecting the multivariate pixels onto three basis functions. The basis that best satisfies the proposed design goals is the constant-luma border basis. Each data component is treated equally in terms of luma, and there are equal chromatic differences between Kronecker data points. The constant-luma border functions also can create appropriate preattentive imagery. For example, the noisy background of the passive radar example is visualized as a textured gray, and does not draw attention. On the other hand, "spiky" events such as a reflection off an aircraft during a particular time frame yield a relatively bright saturated color. This effect is similarly delivered by the unwrapped cosine basis, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Some applications may require a specialized basis. For example, one might be more interested in recent events than past events, then an appropriate basis would render recent events with stronger luma or saturation. This can be achieved using the SNR adaptation technique proposed in Section V-C.
Different data preprocessing (before linear projection) may be appropriate, such as converting the data to a decibel scale or denoising. In the applications considered in this research, the data components were naturally ordered: as a time series (the passive radar video) and as a spectral series (hyperspectral image). An issue not explored in this paper is the ordering of data components if they are not naturally ordered. Data ordering can have a large impact on the effectiveness of any projection.
Because each multivariate data point is mapped to a single color, the technique could be used for 3-D data, where each voxel of the 3-D data has an associated multivariate data series that is then reduced to a single color. This approach will work best when data have many highly correlated components as with hyperspectral images, or when data have relatively few non-zero components, as with the passive radar video. Complex data sets may be difficult to visualize by this approach. The value of this kind of visualization for a particular task would need to be evaluated by a user study.
